February 2019

FLASH:

NL-41

NewDeco Art Americana Colors will be available in March! 10 New colors.

Woohoo! I’m kind of in awe of water color! I love the idea of adding some thin color “blotches’

to paper and then using your pen to turn them into something… I don’t always love all the blotches
after pen work but I learned from each one….

Shara

FLASH:

Charlie and I are on the Road again heading to Las Vegas!!!
VIVA LAS VEGAS!!! Jane Allen and I have been doing some sculpting and VOILA!’
A new pattern line has been formed “Shara Jane”. These are patterns which have

complete instructions for sculpting and painting, also a link to Jane’s website for videos with step
by step instructions. What fun this new venture has been. Patterns are available from my
website www.angelthyme.com or Jane’s www.janeallencreates.com . Look for our Booth at the

Creative Painting Convention in the Tropicana Hotel, February 24 to March 1, 2019.

FLASH:

I have a lot of travel this year please check my website for my
travel schedule. You wouldn’t want to lose me would you?

FLASH:

February 5 – 6, 2019, Shara welcomes Julie Haymaker to
Carlsbad, California. Julie will teach her wonderful and unique Shrink Plastic
handmade beads. Patterns and colors is added to the shrink plastic using colored pencils. The
shrink plastic is then formed into beads using Shrinkets molds. Simple stringing techniques are
then taught to create a lightweight yet intricately designed bracelet that is so easy and
comfortable to wear. Class includes all the material and use of instructor’s tools to make this
project. Students only need to bring their creative spirit to class.

Please visit Julie Haymaker at her awesome website: juliehaymaker.com

Contact Shara
shara@angelthyme.com
(858) 395-7588

Stop by the website at www.angelthyme.com to see the latest Angel Thyme
Designs and Newsletter. If you have any questions please send your email to
Shara@angelthyme.com.

